: Details on the twelve haplotypes associated to the averaged speed. Frequency of twelve significant haplotypes centred on SNP BIEC_11782. The haplotypes are ordered by decreasing frequency. Among the 4 most frequent haplotypes, 2 are negatively associated with the speed and 2 are posivlely associated with the speed but less frequent. The last 6 haplotypes are significant but their effect was poorly estimated. Each haplotype was define by a set of 7 SNP centred on SNP BIEC_11782 (Chr1: 25715334). File Image 1.PDF Figure S2 : Genetic map of SORCS3 gene on equine chromosome 1. One intronic SNP BIEC2_11782 was detected in intron #16. This SNP was significantly associated with the average race speed in endurance ride. File Image 2.PDF Figure S3 : Genetic map of SLC39A12 gene on equine chromosome 29. Two close SNPs BIEC2_75563 and BIEC2_755604 were detected in intron #51. These SNP was significantly associated with the finishing status in endurance ride. File Image 3.PDF Table S1 : Phenotypes and pseudo-performance values of the 597 horses genotyped. This table presents the three traits as pseudo-performance and the equivalent number of races performed by the horse (ENP). The pseudo-performance value was weighted by the number of observations per horse and by genetic parameters. The weighting factor was referred to as the equivalent number of performances (ENP). All the horses are Purebred Arabian or crossed Arabian with at least 50% Arabian blood (see the breed codes used by the French studbook (SIRE) in the panel 2). Performances were measured in French endurance races from 2002 to 2011 (38473 results, 7363 horses) with 3 traits: speed (S; standardized by race), total run distance (D), Finishing status (F, discrete measure: qualified/retired/eliminated). According to Ricard et Touvais (2007) and after updating with more recent genetic parameters, the following multitrait model was used:
= + + + y Xb Zu Zp e
With y the vector of performances for the 3 criteria, b vector of fixed effect, which included sex (female, male, castrated), age (form 6 years to 12 years by 1 and 13 years and more), race (2263 races, no race effect for the trait D), p the vector of permanent environmental random effect common to the different performances of the same horse (7363 effects for each trait), and a the random polygenic effect (35068 horses including ancestors for each trait). X and Z are incidence matrices. The variancecovariance matrices of random effects were: They are summarized in Table 1 . For GWAS analysis, de-regressed estimates of horse ability (
+ for the horse k and trait i) of genotyped horses were used. The pseudo-performance was then: Table S2 , as well as pseudo-performances and their equivalent number of performances for the sample in Table S3 . Horses used in GWAS are a selected sample as mean of EHA are higher than overall mean (about half standard deviation) but moderately and with a maintained diversity (same variance of EHA). File Table 1 .XLSX Table S2 : Elementary statistics of estimated horse ability (EHA, breeding value plus environmental effect) in endurance races for all horses (n=7363) and for sample used in GWAS (n=597) 
